PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF THE WOUND HEALING EFFECT OF VITEX DONIANA SWEET (VERBENACEAE) IN MICE.
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Abstract

Vitex doniana is traditionally used in Togo to treat various diseases including wounds. The aim of this work was to evaluate the efficiency of Vitex doniana on cutaneous wound healing. Wounds were induced in ICR mice divided into four groups as following: Group I received carbopol 974P NF empty gel, Groups II and III were treated topically with carbopol gel containing 2.5% and 5% of Vitex doniana extract. Group IV received Betadine® 10% as standard drug. The efficacy of treatment was evaluated by planimetry and histological analysis. We secondary used the gel containing Vitex doniana at 2.5% and the pure extract at 10 mg/ml on the model of ear edema induced by xylene. Skin toxicity test was performed with the gel containing Vitex doniana at 5% and the pure extract at 30 mg/ml. Vitex doniana at 5% and 2.5% provided better wound contraction (91.14% and 86.38%) at day 12 post-excision when compared to control (51.15%). The results of histological evaluation supported the outcome of excision wound model. Moreover Vitex doniana inhibited significantly edema induced by xylene when compared to control (p<0.05). In skin toxicity test, no abnormal symptoms were developed over 14 day-time period. Vitex doniana inhibits the topical inflammation and accelerate cutaneous wound repair.
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Introduction

Wounds have tremendous impact on the healthcare economy. Chronic wound represents a major resources burden and drain on healthcare resources in developed countries. According to World Alliance for Wound and Lymphedema Care (Macdonald and Asiedu 2010) WAWLC report, chronic leg wounds in the USA account for the estimated loss of two million work days per year. The impact of loss of self-esteem, continued pain, and possible depression is difficult to quantify but is certainly real. In the United Kingdom, the attributable cost of wound care in 2006-2007 was 9.89 million Pounds. In developing countries, chronic infected wounds are most common such as Sub-Saharan African and South Asian countries, than in developed countries (Sasidharan et al. 2010). Current estimates indicate that nearly 6 million people suffer from chronic wounds worldwide. The prevalence of chronic wounds in the community was reported as 4.5 per 1000 population, whereas that of acute wounds was nearly double, at 10.5 per 1000 population (WAWLC). The poor hygienic condition in some third world countries is the main cause of this problem. Besides that, most people in developing countries who suffer from chronic wound cannot afford to purchase modern drugs, which are very expensive and might have side effects. Interestingly, in developing countries, it’s estimated that 70-80% of patients is treated by traditional healers and herbal practitioners (Agyare, et al., 2009; Nyika, 2007).

There are several reports stating that the extracts of many plants used in Africa have wound healing properties (Reddy et al., 2002; Raina et al., 2008; Mahé et al., 2006). V. doniana is one of these plants commonly used in Togo to treat chronic cutaneous wounds, infection, diarrhea and diabetes. The genus Vitex belonging to the family of Verbenaceae approximately includes 270 known species of trees and shrubs within tropical and sub-tropical regions, although few species may be found in temperate zones. Vitex species (V. piramidata, V. pubescens, V. aegus-castus, V. doniana, V. gaumeri, V. trifolia, V. cienkowskii, V. rehnmannii) has been reported to be used in traditional medicine to treat a wide range of ailments, such as depression, venereal diseases, malaria, asthma, allergy, wounds, skin diseases, snake bite, inflammation and body pains (Hernandez et al 1999, Montiel-Herrera et al. 2004, Dongmo et al. 2011, Nyiligira et al. 2008, Agunu et al. 2005). Vitex doniana (plack plum) is the commonest species in West Africa (Ladedji and Okoye, 1993). Any work in ours acknowledges has been evaluated V. doniana effect on skin wound healing.

Wound healing process involves several steps including coagulation, inflammation, formation of granulation tissue, matrix formation and acquisition of wound strength (Scaffer and Nannyl, 1996). Villagers traditionally use the poultice prepared from different crude extract to treat a variety of skin ailments including wound. The aim of this study was to evaluate cutaneous wound healing effect of V. doniana in mice.
Materials and methods

Plant material

*V. doniana* stem bark (voucher number Togo09270-09283) was collected locally in the savannah of Tsevie (35 km north of Lomé) and taken to the herbarium of laboratory of Botany of Universite de Lomé where the plant was authenticated. The stem bark of the plant was washed in water, cut into pieces, freeze-dried and reduced to powder. To this powder (325 g) was added 3 l of hydroalcohol solution (v/v). The filtrate was evaporated on rotavapor (Buchi R-210) and the extract obtained was mixed to the gel for the tests.

Preparation of gels

The gel was prepared as following: 0.3 g of Carbopol 974P NF (Goodrich, USA) was dispersed in 27 g of distilled water and mixed by stirring continuously in a magnetic stirrer (IKA-CombiMag RCT) at 800 rpm for 1 h. The mixture under continuous stirring was neutralized by drop-wise addition of NaOH 1 mol/l. Mixing was continued until a transparent gel was formed (Trombetta et al., 2006). Three types of gel formulations were prepared viz. empty gel, gel containing 2.5% and 5% of *V. doniana* extract. For standard treatment we used dermal Betadine® 10% (povidone ioded) as positive control.

Animal and grouping

ICR mice (30-35 g weight) purchased from Nogoschi Memorial Medical Research Institute of The University of Legon (Accra, Ghana) were used for this study. They were housed for 10 days at Laboratoire de Physiologie Animale of Université de Lomé (Togo) for acclimatization. They were maintained on standard experimental conditions of temperature, 12h light/dark cycle and fed on normal pallet diet and water *ad libitum* through the experiment (Trombetta et al., 2006). Except the agents under study, no topical or systematic therapy was given to animals. The mice were divided into four groups consisting of eight in each group, where group-I was keep as control receiving Carbopol empty gel. Goups-II and III animals were locally applied with Carbopol gel containing 2.5% and 5% of *V. doniana* extract respectively. Group-IV received the standard treatment with Betadine® 10%.

Wound healing model

Wound healing activity was studied using excision wound model. Mice were anesthetized by the open mask method with diethyl ether and their dorsal surface was shaved by using a shaving machine (Gurung and Skalko-Basnet, 2009). Circular wound of 6 mm diameter was created on the dorsal region shaved area of mice (Tramontina et al., 2002). The wounds were left undressed to the open environment and observed daily. The treatments were applied topically once a day, starting from the wound induction until 12 day post-excision.

Measurement of wound area

The progressive changes in wound area were monitored by camera (Pentax, Optio E75, China) every other day. Later on, wound area was evaluated by using Image J program. Wound contraction (WC) was calculated as percentage of the reduction in wound area by using the mathematic expression: \[ WCd = \left(1 - \frac{WAd}{WA0}\right) \times 100 \] where WAd is area of the wound on the day d and WA0 the wound area on the zero day (Sadaf et al., 2006).

Histological studies

Skin specimens from different wounds of each group were collected on days 8 and 12 immediately after the wound area measurement was performed. The specimens were fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin, processed and blocked with paraffin. Five-micrometer skin sections were cut and stained with hematoxylin-eosin (McManus and Mowry,, 1965). The tissues were qualitatively assessed under the light microscope (Olympus BX 51) at 200x or 400x magnification and graded as absent (-), mild (+), moderate (+++) and severe (++++) for epidermal or dermal remodeling. Epithelialization, ulceration and necrosis in epidermis, congestion edema, fibroblast proliferation, mononuclear and polynuclear cells and neovascularization in dermis were analyzed (Akkol et al., 2009).

Topical anti-inflammatory activity

The anti-inflammatory activity was evaluated by using model of xylene-induced ear edema in mice according to Kou (Kou et al., 2005) with some modifications. The animals were randomly allocated to groups GI - IV, each group consisting of five mice, as follows: GI received only distilled water, (positive control); GII received Carbopol empty gel (negative control); GIII received gel containing *V. doniana* at 2.5% and GIV the pure extract of *V. doniana* at 10mg/ml, applied topically immediately after inducing edema. The edema was induced by topical application of xylene (50 µl) on the inner and outer surfaces of the right ear lobe. The left ear was...
considered as control. One hour after induction of inflammation, the mice were euthanized by overdose of ether anesthesia and both ears were removed and weighed. The edematous response was measured as the weight difference between the right and left ears. The anti-inflammatory activity was expressed as a percentage of the inhibition of edema in treated mice in comparison to positive control mice.

Acute toxicity studies

Twelve mice were used for skin irritation study. The animals were shaved on the back of the body and were left under close observation for 24 h in order to ascertain no abnormal skin responses including irritation, post-positive swelling, redness, itching, inflammation or any other symptoms present in the shaved area. The tested mice were then equally divided into 3 groups. The group-I and -II were respectively treated topically with single dose of the gel containing *V. doniana* at 5% and the pure extract of *V. doniana* at 30mg/ml according to OECD guidelines 404. Group-III received distilled water in the identical manner to those in group-I/II. The systematic responses, in particular, the local skin reactions, to the topical treatment were monitored on the daily basis for successive 14 days.

Statistical analysis

Results were expressed as mean ± SEM. Data were analyzed by a one-way ANOVA, followed by Bonferroni test for comparison between two groups. *P* < 0.05 was considered to be significant.

Results

Wound healing activity

Topical application of *Vitex doniana* extract at 5% and 2.5% enhances cutaneous wound healing by stimulating wound contraction. Macroscopically we observed better contraction of the wound in the mice treated by *V. doniana* extract (Figure 1). Wound contraction is one parameter used to assess wound healing. Wound contracting ability of *V. doniana* extract topical application in different concentrations was significantly greater than that of the control. For example significant (*p*< 0.05) wound contraction was initiated from day 4 in treated groups (II and III). Animals treated with *Vitex doniana* 5% and 2.5% showed respectively 91.14% and 86.38% contraction versus 51.15% for control on day 12 (Figure 2).

Table 1: Histological evaluation of wound healing process of the vehicle, extracts of *Vitex doniana* and Betadine® administrated mice on day 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment groups</th>
<th>Wound healing process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Vitex doniana</em> 2.5%</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Vitex doniana</em> 5%</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bétadine®</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hematoxilin-eosin stained sections were scored as mild (+), moderate (+++) and severe (++++) for epidermal and/or dermal remodeling. Epithelialization and ulceration were scored as present (+) and absent (-). C : congestion ; Ed : edema ; PMN : polymorphonuclear cells ; MNC : mononuclear cells ; N : necrosis ; FP : fibroblast proliferation ; NV : neovascularization ; Ep : epithelialization ; U : ulceration.

Histological studies

On the histopathological examination, our findings showed that the granulation tissue is much greater in skin wounds treated with *V. doniana* extract than in control wound. In fact, on day 8, the main activity observed was the
proliferation of inflammation cells, neovascularisation and the epithelialization in the mice treated with *Vitex doniana* and Betadine®. In those treated with the carbopol empty gel it were mainly ulceration and necrosis (table 1). On the day 12, histological sections showed better epithelialization in all groups but when compared to the vehicle and Betadine®, epithelialization capacity of *V. doniana* extracts was the highest (Fig. 3).

**Figure 1:** Effect of topical application of *V. doniana* on skin excision wound on day 12 post-excision, showing better wound contraction in groups II-III and IV

### Topical anti-inflammatory activity

Results of acute model of inflammation presented in figure 4 showed that *V. doniana* extract attenuated the xylene-induced ear edema. Pure extract of *V. doniana* and the extract at 2.5% showed respectively 65.52% and 58.62% inhibition of edema at time of 1 h after induction of edema (Figure 4).

### Acute toxicity study

The evaluation scores of irritation response to one-dosage showed that neither the erythema formation nor skin swelling were developed during a 14-day time period. Before the fourteenth day, the growing hair in shaved area was observed in mice. *V. doniana* may be used in topical application for wound healing without side effect on skin.

### Discussion

Wound healing is an extreme complex phenomenon involving regeneration of parenchymal cells, migration and proliferation of both parenchymal and connective tissue cells, synthesis of extracellular matrix protein, remodeling of connective tissue parenchymal components, collagenization and acquisition of wound strength (Schaffer and Nanney, 1996). These phenomenon may be categorized into three phases viz inflammation, proliferation and remodeling phases. In the inflammation phase, various growth factors such as tumor necrosis factor (TNF), interleukins (IL) are released to initiate the proliferation phase. The latter is characterized by angiogenesis, collagen deposition, granular tissue formation, epithelialization and wound contraction (Chang et al., 2004; Pierce et al., 1992). In this paper we studied wound healing potential of *V. doniana* extracts. We observed that the topical application of *V. doniana* extracts demonstrated very significant wound healing properties. Wound contraction, a part of the proliferative phase of wound healing, occurs through
the centripetal movement of the tissues surrounding the wound, which is mediated by myofibroblasts (Adams and Richarda, 1999). The increased wound contraction in the treated group may be due to the enhanced activity of fibroblasts. Others hand ours histological studies results showed that *V. doniana* extract enhanced nevascularization in treated group compared to control at
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**Figure 2:** Effect of topical application of *V. doniana* on skin excision wound.

Wound contraction was expressed on percentage of wound closure using wound area on day d compared with wound area on the first day. Results are expressed on means ± SEM of n=8 mice per group. Difference is significant which *p*< 0.05 ; **p*< 0.01 ; ***p*<0.001 control vs treated.
day 8. Angiogenesis plays an important role in wound healing and newly formed blood vessels comprise 60% of the repair tissue. Neovascularization helps hypoxic wounds to attain normoxic condition (Ehrlich et al., 1972). *V. doniana* may promote angiogenesis as showed histological studies. This histological observation provided additional evidence for the wound healing effect of *V. doniana* based on the contraction value of wound area.

Control of inflammation is an important feature of a wound-healing process, since excessive inflammation delayed wound healing. Such prolonged, inflammation and its consequent effect is a major challenge in chronic wounds (Vinaya et al., 2009). The xylene is a flogistic agent, promoter neurogenic inflammation that act on target cells in the periphery such as mast cells and vascular smooth muscle producing inflammation, which is characterized by redness and warmth, swelling and hypersensitivity. The inflammatory symptoms result from the release of substances from primary sensory nerve terminals (Richardson and Vasko, 2002). Antiinflammatory effect of *V. doniana* may be benefict for wound repair.

The dermal toxicity was one of the major problems associated with the topical application of certain drugs in wound healing. Topical application of *V. doniana* showed no sign of toxicity of the skin. *V. doniana* extract application promoted skin wound healing effect without skin toxicity.

**Conclusion**

*V. doniana* promote experimental cutaneous wound healing by enhance wound contraction and this finding support their utilization in togolese folk medicine.
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